INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
General Purpose (GP) Ventilator

PRIOR TO INSTALLATION: Check all components are in the carton.

CONTENTS OF CARTON

| Vent Head | Internal Fixing Plate | Also: Installation Instructions |

Note:
This installation requires 3 x 8g screws (not supplied). The screw length should allow an engagement of 10mm in to the vent base after passing through the roof and dress ring. Screws should not be too long, as they may contact the turbine and prevent rotation.

Step 1.
Select a position on the vehicle’s roof. To ensure a leak proof seal, the area must be flat. Using the dress ring as a template, mark the hole position and three screw holes on the roof.

Step 2.
Cut the hole (approximate size 130mm) and drill three 5mm diameter holes in the roof. Check to ensure the ventilator locates perfectly over the opening and the 5mm holes.

Step 3.
Apply a bead of silicone around the opening on the external side of the roof.

Step 4.
Mount the turbine on the roof and locate the fixing points over the three 5mm holes.

Step 5.
From inside, place the dress ring over the underside of the hole and line up the three screw holes. Holding the turbine down by the struts insert the screws through the dress ring, the roof and into the vent base. Ensure the screws clear the rotating turbine and the vent spins freely.